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Para 1.1. shall be read as (3TGT T

R T HY TT UTQET-

TR UT fHT TVET

63/USDMA/792/(2020), fHi 01

37rear 2020):
SoPs issued for reopening of schools in a graded manner by Department of
Education, Government of Utarakhand shall be strictly adhered to.

2.

Para 1.2. shall be read as (HTT HET 663/USDMA/792/(2020), fa-i5 01

37Ea, 2020):
respect to re-opening of coaching institutions (academic and
SoPs with
professional) in a graded manner shall be strictly adhered to following the norms of
safety and social distancing issued by MoHFW and MHA, Gol from time to time.

Online/ distance learning shall continue to be the preferred mode of coaching and
shall be encouraged.

3.

Para 1.3. shall be read as (TT FRET 663/USDMA/792/(2020), f - 01

3 R , 2020):
Regarding Para 1 (ii) of the letter No. 40-3/2020-DM-(A) issued by MHA, Gol
dated 30th

September, 2020, the decision shall be taken by the Department of

Higher Education and Department of Technical Education, Government of
Utarakhand, as per guidelines issued by Ministry of Education, Gol.

the ongoing festival season,
face mask
the cardinal safety requirements, such as wearing
in various gathering. Such behaviour poses a

However, it has been observed that

4.

during

ignoring
maintaining physical distancing

people

are

and
serious threat to public health, at a time.

of discipline and
of activities at district
ownership amongst citizens in order that the resumption the
pandemic are not
level is successful and gains made the management of
endeavour to promote
diluted. Accordingly, the District Administration should
root level and take
COVID -19 appropriate behaviour extensively at the grass
and social distancing.
measures to enforce the wearing of mask, hand hygiene
of people and
Further District Administration should regulate various gatherings
MHA/ MoHFW and state
strictly enforce the same as per SOPs issued by

4.1. There

is, therefore,

an

urgent need

to instill

a

sense

government.

5.

The directions

given

above shall

come

in to force from 29" October, 2020.
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